Israels Resume Offensive, Take Key Rail Town

Ras El Am, Controlling Jerusalem Water, Falls; Fighting Grows in South

By Kenneth Bibby
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In Jerusalem, mixed Arab forces made a minor effort to penetrate Jewish positions in Mea Shearim. They were beaten off without difficulty, and the Jews said they had no losses. Irregular exchanges of shellfire continued, but front lines through the Holy City remained static.

Arab Leaders Meet

CAIRO, July 13 (P).—Arab leaders met in Amman today to plan intensified war against the Jews, but a well informed Jewish source said a new Palestine truce is likely.

The Arab League secretary, General Abduel Rahman Azzam Pasha, said “there is no question of a truce.” In Amman, the Trans-Jordan capital, Azzam Pasha said his meetings there with Iraqi, Syrian, Lebanese and Trans-Jordan officials were “in the interest of intensifying the Arab war effort in Palestine.”

But a source close to the Israeli government said in Tel Aviv that there seems “every reason to expect” a new truce, possibly by the end of this week.

The Jews today captured Suba, a strongpoint just below the Tel Aviv-Jerusalem highway, five miles west of the Holy City.

An Israeli Army spokesman said Jewish possession of Suba “finally puts an end to the Arab dream of cutting the road to Tel Aviv.” Suba was taken by Palmach storm troops without combat after a bombardment drove the Arab defenders from a height above the vital road to Tel Aviv.